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Classic Center Ballrooms Technical Information

Athena Ballrooms
Ceiling Grid Lighting and Power (Temporary Installations) Athena A through J:
Each of the sub-dividable sections has a 1000 Watt dimmable circuit in the ceiling on Edison
outlets, there is a single ETC Zoom 15-25 degree fixture on each circuit. These are individually
controllable via the wall panels and the remote control panel. These can also be “locked-out”
on the main control panel by Athena A.
There are two 100 Amp, three phase 208 Volt 5 wire Y configuration disconnects in the service
hallway (one between E and F, one outside of J), on Cam-loks.
There are numerous 20 Amp wall outlets. These are not on separate circuits, however, and
should be used with care. There are a few “A/V” outlets, with isolated grounds.
There are ten 3 phase 30 amp outlets (6 on the walls and 4 in the floor), with stringers to break
out into three 20 amp Edison circuits on 2 outlets each. These require a request through
Engineering for installation.
The ceiling mounted LED fixtures can be controlled from wall mounted and remote control
panels, in groups by sub-dividable room.
The “air-wall” tracks can be used for temporary rigging. Points are limited to the 500 Lb. WLL of
the air wall track hangers, as provided by The Classic Center. There are 20 Titan XL35 hangers
currently available.
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Rigging- NOTE: Traveling show/tour management using the Classic Center MUST submit a
detailed sound & light rigging plot to the Classic Center Technical Director at least 7 business
days prior to a concert/show.
Athena A through J:
Loading Regulations
For loads to be temporarily supported (for a period not exceeding one week) by the steel roof
joists in the Athena Ballroom:
1. All joists labeled 'A' may support a maximum temporary load of up to 1000 Ibs. (total) per
joist.
Multiple load points (located a minimum of 6 feet apart) shall be used for each joist as needed
so that the load at each load point on the joist does not exceed 500 Ibs. per point.
2. All joists labeled 'B' may support a maximum temporary load of up to 1000 Ibs. (total) per
joist.
Multiple load points (located a minimum of 6 feet apart) shall be used for each joist as needed
so that the load at each load point on the joist does not exceed 500 Ibs. per point. All load
points at joists labeled 'B' shall be located within 28 feet of the west end of the joist (i.e.,
between grid lines #3 and #4).
3. Each load point shall be located at the joist top chord or joist bottom chord at a joist panel
point (i.e., the locations at the joist top chord and joist bottom chord where web member(s)
intersect with the chord member). Refer to RJA-2 of 3 for a Joist Side Elevation View Schematic that illustrates typical joist top chord and joist bottom chord panel points.
4. Loads supported at joist bottom chord panel points may not be bridled between multiple
joists unless all of the following conditions are met:
a) The load points are aligned with the existing horizontal bridging members that span
perpendicular to the joists,
b) The existing horizontal bridging members are connected (welded or bolted) to the
bottom chord of all joists to which the loads are bridled, and
c) The bridle angles (relative to vertical) do not exceed 45 degrees, and the bridle
angles (relative to vertical) are symmetric.
5. Loads supported at top chord panel points may be bridled between multiple joists provided
that the bridle angles (relative to vertical) do not exceed 45 degrees and the bridle angles
(relative to vertical) are symmetric. Refer to RJA-2 of 3 for a Joist Section View - Schematic that
illustrates the bridle angle requirements described above.
6. Operable partitions must be fully opened or fully closed before temporary loads are installed
and shall remain in their initial state (fully opened or fully closed) until the temporary loads are
removed (from the joist(s) supporting the operable partition).
7. Rigging contractors supporting temporary loads from the joists shall verify that each joist
from which temporary loads will be supported matches the joist depth and spacing shown in
the original structural construction drawing 2S4. (Note: the first two digits of the joist
designation given on the drawing should be equal to the joist depth in inches.) Temporary loads
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shall not be supported from any joist that differs in depth or spacing from the joist shown in the
drawing, and appropriate personnel shall be immediately notified of any discrepancies that are
discovered.
8. While the temporary loads are present, all live loads (such as people and movable materials)
that affect any of the structural members in the load paths of the temporary loads shall be
minimized. For example, while temporary loads are present: a) access to the roof above the
area should be limited and b) materials should not be stored on the roof.
9. The drawing, these guidelines, and the schematic illustrations (RJA-1, RJA-2, and RJA-3) are
not a stand-alone document. Refer to the corresponding letter report by Sheats Structural
Consulting, Inc. dated July 9, 2008 for additional information, requirements, and limitations
Rigging Guidelines Advance Signature Sheet
Please sign here below to state that you have read and understood all pages that make up the
current “rigging guidelines” and that you agree to these conditions.
NOTE: Traveling show/tour management using the Classic Center MUST submit a detailed
sound & light rigging plot to the Classic Center Technical Director at least 7 business days prior
to a concert/show.
Signature __________________________________
Print Name ________________________________
Event Name________________________________
Position with tour/event ___________________________________
Attached Rigging Plots_________________________________
Event Date __________________________________
Today’s Date _________________________________

Return via mail or fax to:
Operations Department, Classic Center
C/0 Technical Director
300 North Thomas Street
Athens, GA 30605
Fax return is acceptable at 706-548-0870
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Athena Ballroom Roofing Truss Rigging Schematics
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Grand Hall 1-5, Foundry Building, Parthenon
and Olympia, and the Atrium
Grand Hall 1-5, Parthenon and Olympia:
Each has one 1000 Watt dimmable circuit in the drop ceiling, with limited room above the
ceiling for cable. 575 Watt Strand Ellipsoidals are available for installation on an as-needed
basis. There is no rigging permitted in these rooms, except for décor items.
High Shoals, Willow, Cypress:
No provision for ceiling mounted lighting in these rooms. There is no rigging permitted in these
rooms, except for décor items.
Empire and Oconee:
Each has two ceiling panels with 4 Edison outlets and a removable 2’ “T bar” for mounting lights
with clamps. Dimming is tied to the main room light control presets or can be operated on an
independent fader on the room light panel, marked “Rig Point”. There is no other rigging
permitted in these rooms, except for décor items.
Atrium:
There are numerous 20 Amp 3 phase outlets located near floor level throughout the room.
These require a request through Engineering for installation.
There are 2 dimmable circuits located high up on a column, each with 2 ETC Zoom 25 to 50
degree instruments on them. These are pre-focused as washes on the west upper stair landing
and the south wall.
Other lighting can be installed on floor supported poles on an as-needed basis.
There are rigging points located in the roof support structure trusses. They are reachable only
with a 45’ or larger man-lift, which must be rented on a per-show basis. These points are
limited in number and WLL, and bridling is not permitted between trusses. The floor is marblelike tile that must be protected by carpet or other material when using a lift. Please contact the
Technical Director for more information.
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